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Abstract

Recently there has been much interest in combining the speed
of layer-2 switching with the features of layer-3 routing.  This has
been prompted by numerous proposals, including: IP Switching
[1], Tag Switching [2], ARIS [3], CSR [4], and IP over ATM [5].
In this paper, we study IP Switching and evaluate the performance
claims made by Newman et al in [1] and [6].  In particular, using
ten network traces, we study how well IP Switching performs with
traffic found in campus, corporate, and Internet Service Provider
(ISP) environments.  Our main finding is that IP Switching will
lead to a high proportion of datagrams that are switched; over 75%
in all of the environments we studied.  We also investigate the ef-
fects that different flow classifiers and various timer values have on
performance, and note that some choices can result in a large VC
space requirement.  Finally, we present recommendations for the
flow classifier and timer values, as a function of the VC space of
the switch and the network environment being served.

What is IP Switching?

The Internet is overwhelmed with traffic, with user demand
for bandwidth well in excess of supply.  This should come as no
great surprise — the number of users of the Internet has grown ex-
ponentially for ten straight years, with each user adding more de-
mand to the network.  Over time, each user’s traffic tends to
increase, adding further to the demand.  And at the same time, a
larger proportion of traffic traverses multiple domains, swamping
campus backbones, corporate intranets, and the core of the Internet.
In response to the demand, network equipment vendors and service
providers have developed and deployed faster and faster routers.
Yet demand for bandwidth far outstrips the current link and switch-
ing capacity of the Internet.

The performance of network routers is usually limited by two
main tasks: (1) Examining the destination address of incoming da-
tagrams, indexing into a routing table to determine the next hop,
and (2) copying incoming datagrams to their outgoing interface.
The routing lookup is not straightforward; the router must find the
longest prefix match over a space of approximately 231 possible ad-
dresses.  It is unusual for a router today to perform more than
100,000 address lookups per second.  Perhaps surprisingly, the per-
formance of most current routers is limited by their ability to copy
data between interfaces.  This is because datagrams frequently
traverse shared busses multiple times before reaching their outgo-
ing interface.

A variety of techniques have been proposed to accelerate rout-
ing lookups [7], and replace shared busses with switched back-

planes [8], [9].
Alternative techniques have been proposed that replace long-

est prefix routing lookups with simple exact matching, and use lay-
er-2 switches to perform fast data copying.  We generically call
these techniques “label swapping”; they include IP Switching [1],
CSR [4], IP over ATM [5], ARIS [3], and Tag Switching [2].

IP Switching integrates IP routing with fast lookup and copy-
ing mechanisms of an ATM switch1.  Based on IFMP (Ipsilon Flow
Management Protocol) [10] [11], IP Switching has received a lot of
attention.  The CSR proposal is similar to IP Switching in many re-
spects, so our findings generally apply to the CSR architecture.  On
the other hand, ARIS and Tag Switching are very different, so our
results do not represent the performance of these label swapping
systems.

Consider the IFMP-speaking IP Switch shown in Figure 1.
We assume that the switch is surrounded by a number of identical
neighbors.  Our switch begins by establishing adjacency with its
neighbors, identifying them as fellow IFMP switches.  IP data-
grams arrive at the switch encapsulated into AAL5 frames and seg-
mented into ATM cells.  These datagrams are part of a flow
between two user processes, or between two end points in the net-
work.  Initially, all datagrams from all flows are received and trans-
mitted on a single, default ATM virtual circuit (VC).  Our switch
attempts to identify flows, classifying them according to their ex-
pected duration.  If the switch decides that the flow will be long
lasting, it will attempt to establish a unique VC for the flow, so that
it may be switched quickly in hardware.  The switch tells its up-
stream neighbor to begin sending all datagrams that are in that flow
on a separate VC.  This is achieved by sending an IFMP redirect
message to the next switch that is upstream in the flow.  Similarly,

1Although IP Switching could be used on any layer-2 switch,
for the remainder of this paper we only consider ATM, since
this is what has been used in practice.
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our switch will receive a redirect message from its downstream
neighbor when the downstream neighbor detects a flow.  We can
think of the redirect messages asbinding the flow to an ATM vir-
tual circuit.  When the flow has been successfully bound, our switch
can perform hardware layer-2 switching from the incoming VC to
the outgoing VC, without consulting any routing tables or perform-
ing any other processing.

This is shown in Figure 1, where the first datagrams in a flow
must traverse the ‘slow path’ through a conventional IP router.  The
router reassembles cells into AAL5 frames, removes the IP data-
gram, and makes a routing decision.  The datagram is encapsulated
and segmented into cells before being sent on its way.  In addition,
a packet classifier attempts to recognize flows and estimate whether
they are worth binding to an ATM VC.  If so, a redirect message is
sent to the upstream switch, and future datagrams will travel along
the fast path.  Higher performance is achieved if a large proportion
of the datagrams are able to take the fast path.  For this reason, we
use the percentage of datagrams switched as the primary metric in
our study.

Flow Classification

Each IP Switch contains a flow classifier: an entity that iden-
tifies flows and decides whether or not they should be bound to an
ATM VC.  IFMP defines two types of flow: (1) Flow Type 1: a flow
of IP datagrams between two processes.  In other words, datagrams
that all contain the same values for the following IP and transport
fields: IP version, source and destination addresses, header length,
type-of-service, time-to-live (TTL), protocol, and transport port
numbers. (2) Flow Type 2:  a flow of datagrams between two IP ad-
dresses.  All the datagrams in a type 2 flow contain the same IP ver-
sion, source and destination addresses, header length, and TTL.

An IP Switch must have a policy to determine when a flow
will be bound to an ATM VC.  This policy is outside the scope of
the IFMP protocol description, but must be present in any IFMP
implementation.  The IP Switch designer may choose from a vari-
ety of techniques to determine if a flow should be bound to a VC.
On one hand, it is clearly desirable to bind as many flows as possi-
ble, because this will enable a large number of datagrams to be
switched at layer-2, reducing the number of layer-3 routing deci-
sions.  On the other hand, if short-lived flows, or flows with a small
number of datagrams are switched, this will waste the VC space of
the switch.  It will also lead to a large number of redirect messages.

Our simulation uses three types of flow classifier.  Each clas-
sifier is designed to switch a large number of datagrams at layer-2,
while wasting a small number of VCs, and sending as few redun-
dant redirect messages as possible.  The first classifier is theX/Y
Classifier.  This classifier watches until it sees X datagrams within
a Y second window that all match a specific flow.  The switch then
binds the flow to an ATM VC, switching any future datagrams that
meet that flow specification.  The motivation behind the X/Y Clas-
sifier is that if there have already been X datagrams from a flow in
Y seconds then it is reasonable to expect that there will be more da-
tagrams from this flow in a short amount of time.  The only remain-
ing problem is to determine values for X and Y.

The second classifier is theProtocol Classifier, which simply
assigns all TCP packets to flows.  The rationale for this classifier is
that connection-based communications generally last longer and
have more datagrams sent over a short time than connectionless-
based communications.

Finally, thePort Classifieruses the transport-layer port num-
bers to decide which flows to bind.  In our study, we decided to bind
all TCP flows going to or from the following ports: ftp-data (20),
telnet (23), smtp (25), http (80), and nntp (119).  The goal is to se-
lect those applications which tend to generate long-lasting flows,
and/or flows which contain a large number of datagrams.  It could

be argued that additional or alternative services/ports be used in-
stead of the ones above; these were picked because they made up
the largest percentage of TCP packets seen in the traces we ana-
lyzed.

Delays in Flow Establishment

There are also several delays associated with the creation and
deletion of flows, with values unspecified in the IFMP description.
These delays are either chosen or will occur naturally in any imple-
mentation.  The following delays were modeled by our simulation:

Flow Creation Delay:  In practice, there is a delay between the
time a flow is detected, and the time at which the upstream node be-
gins sending datagrams on the new VC.  This delay is due to the
time required to form the redirect message, its propagation delay
upstream, and the processing time of the message at the upstream
node.  We model this delay as a constant.  Note that this delay is not
directly related to the maximum connection establishment rate of
the IP Switch; we do not have to wait for one connection to be fully
established before beginning to establish another.

Flow Deletion Delay:  There must be some decision made as
to when to delete a flow.  According to the IFMP specification, the
upstream neighbor will time-out a flow if it does not receive addi-
tional redirect messages.  To prevent flows from timing out prema-
turely, a switch sends redirect messages upstream at regular
intervals.  In our simulation, we approximate the time-out by delet-
ing a flow after some constant number of seconds of inactivity.

Questions about IP Switching Perfor-
mance

In our study, we set out to answer six main questions about the
performance of IP Switching:

1) Are the claims of switching performance presented by the in-
ventors of IP Switching valid?

2) To work effectively, does IP Switching require an exception-
ally large VC space?

3) How do the flow creation delay and flow deletion delay affect
performance?

4) Which flow classifiers work best in different environments?
5) How does the speed of the router affect performance and dat-

agram misordering?
6) Given a fixed VC Space and knowledge about the environ-

ment in which the IP Switch will be used, how should param-
eters be chosen to provide the best performance?

Experimental Setup / Procedure

Ten network traces were analyzed by a high-level simulation
of an IP Switch.  Six of the traces (DEC-PKT-1 through DEC-PKT-
4, LBL-PKT-4 and -5) are each one hour in length and were taken
on corporate gateways to the Internet.  These traces are freely avail-
able from the Internet Traffic Archive2.  Two more, shorter traces
were taken at the FIXWEST west coast federal interexchange node,
and were obtained from the National Laboratory for Applied Net-
work Research (NLANR)3.  Finally, the last two traces were ex-
tracted from a four-day long trace of two campus backbone rings at

2Internet Traffic Archive traces are available at http://
town.hall.org/Archives/pub/ITA/html/traces.html
3FIXWEST/NLANR traces are available at ftp://
oceana.nlanr.net/Traces/FR+/.  Also see the NLANR home
page at http://www.nlanr.net for more information.



Table 1: Trace Statistics†
These numbers reflect those packets analyzed in the simulation and include all TCP and UDP packets.  There were other packets

in the raw traces, but not enough information associated with these other packets to analyze them.

Trace Name Desc.
Date /
Time

Length # Packets
Avg.
Pkts/
Sec

%
TCP

Top 4
Ports

# of Flows
FT1                FT2

Avg. TCP
Flow

Duration
(min)

FT1    FT2

Avg. UDP
Flow

Duration
(min)

FT1    FT2

Avg. Flow
Duration

(min)

FT1    FT2

DEC-PKT-1 Corporate
Gateway

3/8/95
(Wed)
22:00

1 hour 2,983,221† 829 72.2 dns
nntp

ftp-data
smtp

75,438 45,560 1.32 10.33 12.08 14.12 7.75 13.49

DEC-PKT-2 Corporate
Gateway

3/9/95
(Thu)
02:00

1 hour 3,467,733† 963 76.8 nntp
dns

ftp-data
rlogin

75,739 37,252 1.69 12.43 12.87 14.88 7.06 14.50

DEC-PKT-3 Corporate
Gateway

3/9/95
(Thu)
10:00

1 hour 3,909,046† 1086 73.5 dns
nntp

ftp-data
http

142,193 75,726 1.01 10.68 9.79 11.89 5.70 11.68

DEC-PKT-4 Corporate
Gateway

3/9/95
 (Thu)
14:00

1 hour 5,049,790† 1403 76.5 ftp-data
dns
nntp
http

153,527 70,626 0.90 10.37 9.80 12.91 5.33 12.45

LBL-PKT-4 Corporate
Gateway

1/21/94
(Fri)
14:00

1 hour 896,690† 249 96.2 telnet
nntp

ftp-data
rlogin

13,184 5,666 2.94 11.05 5.87 11.50 4.48 11.34

LBL-PKT-5 Corporate
Gateway

1/28/94
(Fri)
14:00

1 hour 747,204† 208 90.7 telnet
ftp-data

nntp
rlogin

10,708 5,729 2.93 9.16 7.31 11.80 5.35 10.84

FIXWEST1 Backbone
Router

2/28/96
(Wed)
13:45

12.866
minutes

11,550,347 14,962 78.7 http
dns

ftp-data
smtp

846,277 301,524 0.48 2.48 1.43 2.40 0.78 2.42

FIXWEST2 Backbone
Router

9/26/96
(Thu)
12:17

20.566
minutes

15,315,131 12,411 61.9 http
dns

ftp-data
smtp

913,485 363,637 0.45 3.31 3.05 5.00 1.76 4.66

UCB1 Campus
Backbone

1/16/95
(Mon)
04:30

1 hour 6,253,106 1737 51.0 dns
nntp
telnet
syslog

145,682 49,722 7.81 11.34 16.22 23.38 13.85 20.74

UCB2 Campus
Backbone

1/16/95
(Mon)
14:30

1 hour 22,005,099 6113 75.4 telnet
nntp

rlogin
ftp-data

463,360 118,847 2.64 13.75 7.87 18.95 6.20 17.09

the University of California, Berkeley4.  The two hours examined
were the most busy and least busy hours (in terms of packet arrival
rate) throughout all 4 days.

Some statistics from the traces are shown in Table 1.  The
“number of packets” column represents the number of datagrams
actually processed by the simulator and includes all TCP and UDP
datagrams.  The “% TCP” column shown the percentage of IP dat-
agrams with the protocol field set to TCP.  The “top 4 ports” col-
umn shows, in order, the four most popular source and destination
ports for TCP and UDP.  The “# of flows” column shows the num-
ber of flows of type 1 and flows of type 2.  Finally, the “Average
Flow Duration” columns give the average lifetime of TCP flows,

4The UC Berkeley trace is currently unavailable.

UDP flows, and all flows, using the flow type 1 and 2 flow defini-
tions.  Because the traces were finite duration, the flow duration
numbers are approximate, as some flows were started before the
sample time, and some lasted beyond the sample time.

Our simulation modeled a single IP switch port.   The traces
were used as input to this port, and we were able to vary the VC
space of the port, the flow creation and deletion delays, the flow
type to use, and the flow classifier.  Results generated by the simu-
lation include percentage of datagrams switched (vs. those forward-
ed by the routing kernel), and maximum number of VCs used
during the simulation.  The source code for the simulation is freely
available via anonymous ftp at:  ftp://klamath.stanford.edu/pub/
outgoing/issim.tar.gz.



Results

Percentage of Datagrams Switched and VC Space
Requirements:

We begin by addressing our first two questions:  Are the claims of
switching performance presented by the inventors of IP Switching
valid? And to work effectively, does IP Switching require an excep-
tionally large VC space?

Figures 2 through 5 show the results of a set of simulations in
which the VC space of the switch port is varied.  A new flow can
only be bound to an ATM VC if there is at least one VC available.
In these experiments, an X/Y classifier was used with X=10 packets
and Y = 20 seconds.  From these plots, we can begin to answer our
questions.  First notice that in every trace, at least 75% of the data-
grams are switched when flow type 2 is used (we will see later that
this percentage can be slightly increased with a different choice of
simulation parameters).  This seems to corroborate the inventors’
claim that about 80% of datagrams will be switched [1] [6].  The
percentage is lower when flow type 1 is used; this is because a flow
of type 2 contains multiple flows of type 1.  To be bound, each flow
of type 1 must fulfill the X/Y requirements of the classifier, where-
as a flow of type 2 must fulfill these requirements only once.

Figure 2:  % Datagrams Switched vs. VC Space; Corporate
Traces, Flow Type 1
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Figure 4:  % Datagrams Switched vs. VC Space; ISP Traces
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Notice that for certain environments, namely at the corporate
gateway and on the campus backbone, maximum performance can
be reached with only a few thousand VCs.  However, when the ISP
traces are examined, it is apparent that about 10,000 VCs are re-
quired to reach maximum performance.  Although a high percent-
age of packets can still be switched, this VC usage is likely to
increase with time and may become excessive for some hardware.

Finally, with the exception of the UCB traces, we notice that
the behavior of similar traces is similar.  For example, all four DEC
traces exhibit similar behavior, as do both LBL traces.  In order to
clarify our results, the remainder of the plots feature only one rep-
resentative plot from each data set, even though all nine traces were
processed by the simulator.

Flow Creation Delay:

Next we try to answer our questions on delay:  How do flow
creation and deletion delays affect performance?  We start by ex-
amining the sensitivity of performance to the flow creation delay.

As mentioned earlier, the flow creation delay is the time from
when a redirect message is sent to the time at which datagrams be-
gin to appear on the new VC.  We model this delay as a constant,
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Figure 3:  % Datagrams Switched vs. VC Space; Corporate
Traces, Flow Type 2

Figure 5:  % Datagrams Switched vs. VC Space; Campus
 Traces
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and see how performance is sensitive to its value.  In all previous
plots, this value was chosen to be 15 ms.

As seen in Figures 6 through 8, the fraction of datagrams
switched drops as the flow creation delay increases.  This is expect-
ed; increasing the time to redirect a flow is equivalent to increasing
the time to classify the flow.  Both allow more datagrams to be for-
warded through the routing path before hardware switching takes
over.  Because the ISP traces have a higher datagram arrival rate,
they are affected more by this delay than the gateway and campus
traces.  Even at the maximum tested value of 5 seconds, however,
the percentage of packets switched drops by less than 18% in all
cases.  In practice, the flow creation delay for an IP switch is on the
order of 10-20 ms.  For delays in this neighborhood, there is only a
negligible effect on performance.

Flow Deletion Delay:

We now turn our attention to the flow deletion delay.  This pa-
rameter is unspecified in the IFMP specification, but must be cho-
sen by the implementor.  There are conflicting goals in the selection
of this value.  The dilemma here is that a higher percentage of dat-
agrams can be switched by being reluctant to delete flow bindings
too early.  However, VC space can be conserved by attempting to

Figure 6:  % Datagrams Switched vs. Flow Creation Delay;
Corporate Traces
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Figure 8:  % Datagrams Switched vs. Flow Creation Delay;
Campus Traces
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delete the flow binding (thus freeing a VC) as soon as possible.
From the simulation results in Figures 9 through 14, it seems

that a fairly small flow timeout value (30 to 60 seconds) is sufficient
to achieve close to maximum performance, while preventing an ex-
cessive waste of VC space.  If, however, the selected deletion delay
is too large, a switch can easily require over 32,000 VCs.  In the In-
ternet Service Provider environment where the traffic arrival rate is
high, this can occur even at seemingly reasonable choices, such as
2 or 21/2 minutes.

Flow Classifier:

Our next question is: Which flow classifier works best in dif-
ferent environments?  All of the previous plots were made with an
X/Y classifier, with X=10 and Y=20.  We start by seeing how
changing X and Y affects the performance of the system.  Figures
15 through 18 show results from one of the ISP traces as X is varied
from 2 to 60 datagrams and Y is varied from 1 to 60 seconds.  The
other types of traces show similar trends, although with lower VC
usage.

Using the extremely permissive classifier of “2 packets in 1
minute”, Figure 16 shows that as many as 90% of the datagrams
qualify for switching.  However, as shown in Figure 18, this perfor-
mance is tempered by the extremely high VC usage.  On the other
hand, a strict classifier of “60 packets in 1 second” conserves VC
space but makes it unlikely that a flow will be classified.  Obvious-
ly, the best solution is somewhere between the two.  It seems that
the best choice depends on the VC space of the switch.  If a large
VC space is available, a more permissive classifier will produce
better performance.  However, if the VC space is limited, a permis-
sive classifier will waste some VCs on less productive flows, and
so a stricter classifier is a better choice.  For example, if only 5000
VCs are available using flow type 2 in a FIXWEST-like environ-
ment, the “15 packets in 10 seconds” classifier, resulting in 69%
packets switched, is a good compromise.

It should be pointed out that in the gateway and campus traces,
even using the “2 packets in 1 minute” classifier, no more than
11,000 VCs are ever used (and all classifiers with X≥ 5 packets re-
quire fewer than 6600 VCs).  In other words, as before, for these
types of environment, as long as the VC space is reasonably large,
a permissive classifier may be used.

We also considered two other types of flow classifier: a Proto-
col Classifier and a Port Classifier.  Although neither the protocol
nor port fields appear in the flow type 2 descriptor, it is still possible

Figure 7:  % Datagrams Switched vs. Flow Creation Delay;
ISP Traces
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Figure 9:  % Datagrams Switched vs. Flow Deletion Delay;
Corporate Traces
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Figure 11:  % Datagrams Switched vs. Flow Deletion Delay;
ISP Traces
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Figure 13:  % Datagrams Switched vs. Flow Deletion Delay;
Campus Traces
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Figure 10:  VC Usage vs. Flow Deletion Delay; Corporate
Traces
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Figure 12:  VC Usage vs. Flow Deletion Delay; ISP Traces
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Figure 14:  VC Usage vs. Flow Deletion Delay; Campus
Traces
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Figure 15:  % Datagrams Switched vs. X/Y Classifier;
FIXWEST2, Flow Type 1
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Figure 17:  VC Usage vs. X/Y Classifier; FIXWEST2, Flow
Type 1
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Figure 19:  % Datagrams Switched vs. VC Space

FIXWEST1, Port Classifier, Flow Type 1    
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Figure 16:  % Datagrams Switched vs. X/Y Classifier;
FIXWEST2, Flow Type 2
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Figure 18:  VC Usage vs. X/Y Classifier; FIXWEST2, Flow
Type 2
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Figure 20:  % Datagrams Switched vs. Processing Time
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Trace
% Datagrams

Switched
FT1              FT2

% Bytes Switched

FT1         FT2

Max. # VC
Establishments/Sec

FT1       FT2

Max. # VC
Teardowns/Sec.

FT1       FT2

Max. # VC  Events/
sec

FT1          FT2

DEC-PKT-1 84.5 87.6 86.9 88.7 28 17 30 18 46 28

DEC-PKT-2 85.5 90.7 90.9 93.6 33 15 38 16 51 22

DEC-PKT-3 79.0 85.4 83.2 87.2 47 22 45 25 73 36

DEC-PKT-4 84.0 89.4 88.6 91.5 45 23 46 24 72 40

LBL-PKT-4 92.0 94.2 93.2 95.0 12 9 13 10 14 12

LBL-PKT-5 91.4 93.3 91.9 93.3 10 9 9 9 15 14

FIXWEST1 69.7 85.3 81.6 94.3 478 178 480 167 902 312

FIXWEST2 72.3 85.3 83.8 95.4 351 131 366 171 695 266

UCB1 83.3 87.0 92.2 94.8 58 48 62 52 106 86

UCB2 90.0 92.4 93.8 96.1 118 91 90 74 176 134

Table 2:  Additional measurements with X=5/Y=30 sec. classifier

Because of the way flows are timed out, the maximum number of VC establishments/sec is not equal to the maximum number of VC
teardowns/sec for any given trace; however, the average values of these two measurements, although not shown here, are equal.

to use these fields for deciding when to establish a flow binding, but
disregard the fields when deciding which flow a given datagram is
part of.

Figure 19 shows the performance of these two classifiers on
one of the ISP traces, as a function of the switch VC space.  Al-
though the Protocol classifier provides approximately the same
maximum performance as the X/Y classifier in terms of number of
datagrams switched, it requires many more VCs than the X/Y clas-
sifier to achieve this performance.  The Port classifier is not able to
achieve performance comparable to the X/Y classifier, regardless
of the VC  space.

Because the classifier settings are dependent on the environ-
ment and switch capabilities, research is currently being done to in-
vestigate the use of dynamic classifier settings [14].

Figure 21:  % Datagrams Misordered vs. Processing Time

FIXWEST1, Flow Type 1
FIXWEST1, Flow Type 2
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Router Speed:

Finally, we ask the question:  How does the speed of the rout-
er/classifier affect performance and datagram misordering?  As
shown in Figure 1, incoming datagrams that are not part of a
switched flow are placed onto a FIFO queue, where they wait to be
processed5.  The classification process and the routing process oc-
cur simultaneously as datagrams are read from the queue.  The
speed of this processing, expressed as a fixed amount of time per
datagram, was varied in our simulations.  (Note that this processing
time determines the router’s “packet per second” capacity.)

Figure 20 shows the percentage of datagrams switched as a
function of the router/classifier processing time.  As this time in-
creases, the percentage of datagrams switched remains fairly con-
stant until it reaches a precipice, beyond which, it drops very
rapidly.  The precipice represents the processing time that causes
the system to become unstable.  When the routing time is too long,
the queue of datagrams waiting to be routed grows without bound.
Now, by the time a flow is classified, many of its constituent data-
grams are already in the routing queue, so fewer datagrams are
switched.  In order to operate in a stable manner, the IP Switch must
be able to route packets at a rate faster than this unstable point.  For
the Fixwest trace shown, using flow type 2, this unstable point oc-
curs at a router processing time of 0.27 ms, or a rate of about 3700
packets per second.

The other artifact that could be caused by a long processing
time is the number of misordered datagrams.  Looking back at Fig-
ure 1, observe that before a flow is switched at layer-2, all packets
travelling via the default VC must be switched once to enter the
routing hardware, then processed, and switched again before leav-
ing the IP Switch.  It is possible that while some datagrams associ-
ated with the flow are being processed by the routing kernel,

5We set theswitch latency to be 10 microseconds (approxi-
mately four ATM cell times at 155 Mbps).



VC Space Gateway Campus/Enterprise Backbone Internet Backbone

1K VCs Clasifier: X = 5 / Y = 15 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30-120 sec.
Expected Performance: 85%

Clasifier: X = 55 / Y = 5 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30-60 sec.
Expected Performance: 51%

Clasifier: X = 50 / Y = 10 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30 sec.
Expected Performance: 38%

2K VCs Clasifier: X = 5 / Y = 60 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30-120 sec.
Expected Performance: 90%

Clasifier: X = 60 / Y = 50 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30-60 sec.
Expected Performance: 77%

Clasifier: X = 30 / Y = 10 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30 sec.
Expected Performance: 47%

8K VCs Clasifier: X = 2 / Y = 60 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30-120 sec.
Expected Performance: 93%

Clasifier: X = 2 / Y = 30 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30-60 sec.
Expected Performance: 96%

Clasifier: X = 10 / Y = 10 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30 sec.
Expected Performance: 71%

16K VCs Clasifier: X = 2 / Y = 60 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30-120 sec.
Expected Performance: 93%

Clasifier: X = 2 / Y = 60 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30-60 sec.
Expected Performance: 96%

Clasifier: X = 5 / Y = 40 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30 sec.
Expected Performance: 84%

32K VCs Clasifier: X = 2 / Y = 60 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30-120 sec.
Expected Performance: 93%

Clasifier: X = 2 / Y = 60 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30-60 sec.
Expected Performance: 96%

Clasifier: X = 2 / Y = 60 sec.
Flow Deletion Delay: 30 sec.
Expected Performance: 92%

∞ VCs Clasifier: all packets

Flow Deletion Delay:∞
Expected Performance: 99%

Clasifier: all packets

Flow Deletion Delay:∞
Expected Performance: 98%

Clasifier: all packets

Flow Deletion Delay:∞
Expected Performance: 97%

Table 3:  Summary of Recommendataions

arriving datagrams on a new VC are switched and depart before the
earlier datagrams from the same flow.  Figure 21 shows the percent-
age of misordered datagrams with respect to the processing time.
Notice that to the left of the point of instability, fewer than 0.1% of
datagrams are misordered.  As the unstable region is entered, the
misordering increases to a peak of about 3.2%, and then drops.
This dropping is due to the fact that very few flows are being
switched in the first place (see Figure 20), and so there are fewer
opportunities for misordered packets.  An informal survey of 105
workstations in Stanford University’s (non IP Switched) public
computing labs revealed that an average of 0.11% of TCP data-
grams arrived out of order.  This would indicate that a single IP
Switch (operating in the stable region) induces about the same pro-
portion of datagram misordering as conventional networks.

Other Performance Metrics:

Our study has been using the percentage of datagrams
switched as the primary metric, although we have also taken a look
at the number of VCs required to support various configurations.
There are, of course, other measures that may be of interest in an IP
Switching system.  For example, it may be desirable to know what
proportion of bytes are capable of being switched.  Because those
flows that carry the most data (and thus tend to have large packet
sizes) are often classified as candidates for hardware switching, it
seems that the percentage of bytes switched may be higher than the
percentage of datagrams switched.  Another possible metric is the
number of connection setups and teardowns required per second.
Some ATM switches are more limited by their capability for con-
nection management than by their capability for total number of es-
tablished connections, so this connection management overhead
may present a bottleneck in some configurations.

Table 2 shows these values for one specific classifier, an X/Y
classifier with X = 5 and Y = 30 sec.  Note that the percentage of
bytes switched is higher than the percentage of datagrams switched,

as we suggested above.  The next two columns show the maximum
number of connection setups and the maximum number of connec-
tion teardowns in any one second of the simulation.  Note that for
these columns, we did not include the first one minute of each trace
in our analysis, since we did not want to include any transient ef-
fects.  The last column shows the maximum number of connection
management events (setups and teardowns) in any one second,
again neglecting the first minute of each trace.   The rate of connec-
tion management events decreases, similar to the decrease in VC
space required, as the classifier is made more strict.

Conclusions

There are a number of parameters that determine the perfor-
mance of an IP switch.  Some are determined by the switch design-
er; for example, the number of VCs supported by the switch and the
per-packet processing time in the router.  Others may be determined
by the manager of the switch: the flow classifier and the flow dele-
tion delay.  Yet others are determined largely by the environment
in which the switch operates; for example, the delay from the time
a redirect message is sent until datagrams begin to arrive on the new
VC.

We summarize all of our findings by making some specific
recommendations for different environments.  These are shown in
table 3, and assume that flow type 2 is used (see below)6.

As expected, our study shows that the switch designer should
aim to support as many VCs as economically viable.  Most ATM
switches today support between 4096 and 65,536 VCs.  Our results
indicate that switches supporting at least 10,000 VCs will see ac-
ceptable performance with today’s traffic.  However, the volume
and diversity of Internet traffic is growing rapidly.  We predict that

6These recommendations are based on the set of traces stud-
ied.  Results will vary from network to network, and these
values should be used only as a guide.



before long, more than 65,536 VCs will be required to provide ad-
equate performance in the core of the Internet.  Note that this is the
case for flows of type 1 and flows of type 2.

Our study also shows that a slower router will lead to more mi-
sordered datagrams and eventually instability of the IP Switch.
However, in all the environments we studied, we found that the
router need only forward as few as 3,700 packets per second (as-
suming flow type 2).  This is readily achievable today with low-cost
general purpose computers.

We  found that the X/Y classifier works better than either the
port or protocol classifiers.  It is simple to select values for X and
Y that lead to over 75% switched datagrams.  When enough VCs
are available, our recommended values are: X = 2 packets, and Y =
60 seconds.  Note also that the X/Y classifier does not depend on
well-known port or protocol numbers; it requires no modifications
as different applications come into favor.

Our findings lead us to caution against using large flow dele-
tion delays.  These lead to unnecessary exhausting of VCs, and
therefore reduce switching performance.  We found that a value of
30 seconds suits all of the environments tested.

Finally, our results indicate that the flow creation delay should
be kept well below one second.  In practice, this should be readily
obtained — we expect the delay to be no larger than 20 ms.

We now turn to another decision: should we use flow type 1 or
flow type 2?  Because the flow type 1 description is a superset of
the flow type 2 description, using flow type 2 results in a lower VC
usage and a higher switching percentage.  This is reflected in our
results.  In all cases, flow type 2 results in better performance with
lower VC usage.  Why, then, would anyone use flow type 1?  When
using flow type 2, all packets from the same source/destination pair
are lumped together in the same flow.  This is certainly more effi-
cient.  However, it does not allow the switch to distinguish different
application flows, making it impossible to provide differing classes
of service.  In reality, we expect that most flows will be classified
as type 2, with the network administrator selecting certain specific
protocol or port values (i.e. specific high-priority applications) for
which to use flow type 1.

It is clear that the volume of Internet traffic is growing expo-
nentially.  We predict that IP switches will soon need in excess of
64K VCs to perform well.  As the traffic intensity and number of
flows increase, it appears that the number of VCs required will also
increase; perhaps to the point of overwhelming ATM switches.  We
can alleviate this problem by using less specific flow descriptions.
Using a flow specifier based on IP address prefixes (i.e. aggregated
netids) rather than the full 32-bit address should allow multiple
type-2 flows to map into one prefix-based flow.  This would reduce
the number of VCs required, but also require a modification to the
IFMP specification.
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